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Ginger Koehn

From: Jan Eyman <taafgymnastics@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 3, 2020 9:56 AM
To: adrian@austingymnasticsclub.com; crusadergym@gmail.com; 10.0 Gymnastics; 

Achievers Gymnastics; Acrotex Burnet-Cary Rygaard; Acrotex Gymnastics -Patricia 
Montalvo; Acrotex-Cedar Park; AERO Gymnastics; All Stars Unlimited; Amy Postel; 
Artemov Gymnastics; ASI Gymnastics-Isis Pochciol; ASI-Allen; ASI-Arlington; ASI-
Cypress; ASI-Firewheel; ASI-Keller; ASI-Lake Highlands; ASI-Mesquite; ASI-Plano West; 
ASI-Rockwall; ASI-Woodlands; Awesome Athletics; Bannon's Gymnastics; Basel 
Gymnastics-Kristen Basel; Beamers Gymnastics; Best Gymnastics; BGBC Meet Director; 
Birons Gymnastics; Boerne Gymnastics; Brad Turner; Canyon Creek Gymnastics; Classic 
Gymnastics; Concho Valley Gymnastics; Corinth Gymnastics; CrossTimber Gymnastics; 
Dallas School of Gymnastics-Brittani Tillis; Denise Anderson; Denise Lambert; Denton 
Gymnastics; Eagles Wings; East Texas Gymnastics; East Texas Twisters-Mineola; Elevate 
Gymnastics; Elite Gymnastics of Tyler; Empire Gymanstics; Excite Gym; Extreme-Bonnie 
Kirby; Fitness Athletic Center; Flipnastics; Flips-Rebecca Anderson; g4forceathletics; 
GymKix; Gymn Star Gymnastics; Gymnastics Plus; Gymtricks Gymnastics; Heather 
Schnelzer; Heather Williamson; HEB Gymnastics; Highland Lakes - R Brent Vaughter; 
Houston Elite Gymnastics; Houston Gym Academy; Iarove Elite Gymnastics - Edouard 
Iarov; Ignite; Impact Athletic; Infinite Bounds-mandy miller; Infinty Athletics; Irma 
Tregoub; Irving Gymnastics-Shelly Patrick; Jima Richie King; 
Jischkegymnastics@gmail.com; Joshua Sumrall; KCG-Karrie Clanton; Legacy Gymnastics 
Academy; Liberty Gymnastics; Liberty Gymnastics; Lou Russell; Marybeth Dulock; 
Metroplex Gymnastics; Moxie Gymnastics; Nova Gymnastics; Olympo Gymnastics; 
Outlaw Athletics; Plano Aerobats - Vickie Hamrick; Platinum Gymnastics; Prosper 
Gymnastics; Richardson Gymnastics; Rita's Gym; San Antonio Gym Academy; Shooting 
Stars-Kat Robertson; Showcase Gymnastics; Sokol Dallas; Spirals Gymnastics; Stars 
Gymnastics; stephanie@gymkix.com; T 3 Elite Gymnastics; TAAG; TCC Gymnastics; 
Texas Best Gymnastics; Texas Dreams - Maria Froemming; Texas Dynasty; Texas East 
Gymnastics; Texas Elite Gymnastics; Texas Tumblers; TGTC; The Gymnastics Zone; The 
Rock; Traci Green; Trevinos Gymnastics; Trevinos-Rich; Troy & Ann Brown; Troy and 
Ann Brown; United Elite; Veronica McCann; Waxahachie Gymnastics; Winkids; World of 
Gymnastics; Zac Francis; Zenith Elite Gymnastics

Cc: Ginger Koehn
Subject: Clarifications and Reminders

Hello Coaches, 
   
1.  Please register your club as an affiliate member and register your athletes right away. The sooner we have 
our numbers the better we can prepare for the season to make sure we have meet space for everyone. 
2.  On the meet entry form there is a space for CLUB NUMBER.  You may ignore that for now.  You will be 
assigned a club number by the start of the season and that will be another way for uis to organize and account 
for your athletes and data. 
3.  Remember RANKING.  If you wish to enter the meets early so as to be sure to secure a space you are 
encouraged to do so.  If you have not yet had a ranking in your gym or are going to a ranking meet please list 
that information on the entry so that the meet directors will know when to expect the divisions but you MUST, 
however, note the LEVEL. MEET DIRECTORS - please allow clubs to enter with only a level until Jan. 1 
which is the deadline for ranking.  COACHES - remember that you do NOT have to have your athletes ranked 
for this season unless they are moving up a level or are new to the program.  Only placement athletes need a 
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division (3,4,5,6,7,XS,XG,XP). Please contact me if you do not understand the procedure and make sure you 
follow the directions and fill out the entry form completely.  There may also be other procedures required by the 
meet director so please pay close attention to their requirements.  
4.  COVID MEET PROCEDURES are being reviewed right now with the Council and then will be submitted to 
the STATE OFFICE for their approval.  Some of the Meet Directors have already noted their 
particular safeguards and any Meet Director may go above and beyond the State of Texas mandates or that of 
TAAF, as long as they comply with the basics which we will publish as soon as we can. 
5.  Patrick Biron, Biron's Gymnastics, contacted me with a generous offer to open his gym to any club who 
wishes to host a meet in the Southeast area but who does not have a facility that is appropriate.  This is an 
opportunity for any club to come forward - even if it is a north club.  The Biron's parent club could potentially 
be the on site workforce and earn some money for their organization.  Rich Trevino offered the same to my club 
years ago when we had a conflict for a qualifying meet and we needed a space or give up the meet.  I will never 
forget his generosity, then and still..  Please read Patrick's message below and get back to him if this interests 
you.  I thought it was a very generous offer.  TAAF - we are good people.... 
 
FROM PATRICK BIRON: 
I’d be open to Birons acting as a host facility for more south meets if other directors are willing to run the 
meets.  
 
Birons would simply serve as the rental space, with all equipment, first aid, and general facility maintenance 
(janitorial), and that’s it. Essentially like renting a convention space, but we already have all the equipment. 
 
I think the easiest way to do it to protect the hosting gyms from financial risk would be to charge a rental fee 
per athlete. So whether 100 kids or 400 sign up, the host gym isn’t worried about a minimum for the rental fee, 
allowing us to make sure we have as many meets as possible for our kids, and also allowing them to spread out 
sessions if need be. 
 
About our space: 
60k square feet 
350+ parking spaces 
2 full size spring floors 
2 additional enclosed / separated side spring floors for awards or warmup 
3 classroom / multipurpose rooms for coaches, judges, etc. 
4 anchored uneven bars 
Individual bronze and silver vaults, plus 2 gold+ vaults. 
2 separate competitive beams 
About 15,000 sq ft of spectator space to ensure social distancing. 
 
I have gym photos I will share if any of you are interested.   
Patrick 


